


Essenz Sp. z o.o.

Poland

Industry

Hemp products

About company

Essenz is 100% natural products (hemp products and 

natural CBD cosmetics), free from artificial additives, 

gluten and GMOs, created on the basis of beneficial 

substances from the rich offer of Nature.

Presence in countries

-

Countries they are interested in

The whole world

www.essenz.pl

SUNEWMED

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Sunew is a story of love for beauty, beautiful skin, 

youth, love for life, joy, no matter what you do. 

Whether you combine professional work with your 

family, whether you are a mother or an active 

woman traveling around the world. Each of the 

women can now take care of themselves and 

enjoy a beautiful complexion.

Presence in countries

-

Countries they are interested in

www.sunew.pl 

Heinz Glass

Poland

Industry

Packaging

About company

HEINZ produces attractive, individually designed flacons 

and jars made of crystal-white transparent glass, white 

opal glass and feeder-colored glass. Company provides

customers with additional benefits because we at HEINZ-

GLAS can offer greater flexibility in manufacturing small 

or large quantities within a shorter leadtime thanks to the 

flex technology developed at HEINZ.

Presence in countries

-

Countries they are interested in

The whole world

www.heinz-glas.com



Coloris

www.coloris.biz

Silcare

Poland 

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Silcare Ltd. is a Polish company specializing in light-cured 

products as well as body, hand, foot and hair care 

products for women and men. We have been operating on 

the global cosmetics market since 2004. Our products 

reach customers in many countries around the world: they 

can be found all over Europe, North and South America 

and Asia. We have a huge area with halls, warehouses 

and office buildings with extensive technical equipment 

and machine park, all on an area of over 35,000 m2 

(including buildings - 18,000 m2). Qualified staff of 

employees from various industries consists of over 600 

people.

Presence in countries

Europe, North and South America, Asia

Countries they are interested in

The whole world, especially the Balkans

www.silcare.com

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Coloris Cosmetics is a Polish producer of innovative 

cosmetics. The products are made of carefully selected 

natural raw materials of the highest quality. The 

manufacturer creates and sells cosmetics of its own 

brands and clients' brands. All cosmetics are made in 

own production plant located close to Warsaw.

Presence in countries

-

Countries they are interested in

The whole world

Poland 

Hempae Sp. z o. o.

Poland

Industry

About company

Presence in countries

Countries they are interested in

www.hempae.com



OZONFIX

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Energomat Robert Matuszewski is a producer of 

OZONFIX olives. It is an effective preparation that helps 

to keep the skin and mucous membranes in good 

condition.

Presence in countries

-

Countries they are interested in

The whole world

www.ozonfix.com

Stara Mydlarnia

Poland

www.staramydlarnia.pl

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

The offer of Stara Mydlarnia includes natural cosmetics 

intended for comprehensive care - including cosmetics 

for bath, body, face and hair. When creating our natural 

cosmetics, we are always guided by the good of our 

customers and the natural environment.

Presence in countries

-

Countries they are interested in

The whole world, especially Kazakhstan and Europe

PIERRE RENÉ

Poland

Industry

Clor cosmetics

About company

Pierre René PROFESSIONAL cosmetics combine caring 

and nourishing properties, effectively reducing the level of 

allergenic substances in them. Packaging ergonomics, a 

multitude of shades and modern design guarantee 

comfort of use. The hit of our current collection is the 

Pallete Match System created with the possibility of 

individual creation of sets of shades of shadows, blushes 

or powders in terms of the beauty and preferences of the 

woman. A wide selection of 116 shadows, 14 blushes and 

10 powders allows you to create your own makeup 

palette.The fashion for hybrid manicure inspired us to 

create a collection of products for its professional 

performance Hybrid System at Home, also at home.

Presence in countries

40 countries

Countries they are interested in

UK, Francja, rynki Skandynawskie, Niemcy, USA, Afryka 

Północna

www.pierrerene.pl



Laboratoria Natury

Poland

www.privatemanufacturing.eu

Industry

Dietary supplements and medical devices

About company

Laboratoria Natury is a company founded in 2001. 

Fifteen years of market experience and the highest 

quality of research and development and production 

services have made us a leading contract manufacturing 

company (private label). With extensive experience in the 

production of high-quality dietary supplements and 

functional food, we are available to anyone who would 

like to enter this market. We cover the entire R&D and 

production process: from our know-how for your first 

idea, through preparation and trials, to the final product. 

Our strong R&D team together with QA and Production 

Management is ready to support you - we will prepare 

the recipe, conduct all the necessary tests, design and 

print the packaging (labels or sleeves). We are experts in 

the production of liquid forms: functional drinks, syrups, 

juices, tonics, oils and others.

Presence in countries

Asia, Europe, South Africa, USA

Countries they are interested in

The whole world

Poland

4Mass - PALU

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

4Mass S.A. is a Polish company operating in the 

cosmetics industry in the production and distribution 

segment of make-up products as well as disinfectants 

and personal protection products. We operate on many 

levels and we reach each category of customers both on 

the mass market (drugstores, hypermarkets, discount 

stores), professional (beauty salons, SPA) and through 

recommendation marketing. Currently, together with a 

new specialist brand, we are opening up to the medical 

market. 4Mass has a production plant, a warehouse with 

an area of over 2000 m2, and mail order stores in 

Europe, Asia and America. The company's production 

and distribution capacity is 50,000 products per day and 

over 800 e-commerce shipments. We have 4 own brands 

and we offer the creation and production of brands for 

other commercial entities. Brands belonging to 4Mass 

S.A.: PALU - dedicated to the professional cosmetics 

market (beauty salons, SPA), CLARESA - addressed to 

individual clients, available in the drugstore channel, 

STYLISTIC - offers accessories for professional nail 

processing, STYLISTIC - offers accessories for 

professional nail processing.

Presence in countries

-

Countries they are interested in

The whole world

www.4mass.pl

LOTON COSMETICS

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Loton Cosmetics is a modern, quickly developing 

company whose brand is recognised on various European 

markets. Our portfolio includes over 80 products made 

with the highest quality ingredients. The concepts guiding 

us for over 60 years now are still the same: joining 

tradition with modern technologies, adapting innovation in 

the service of cosmetology, all the while remaining 

respectful of nature.

Presence in countries

Countries they are interested in

www.loton.pl



Madonis

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Madonis Limited Liability Company was established on 

October 7, 2015 and is part of the Agrecol Corporation 

capital group. A manufacturer of natural cosmetics, 

washing and care cosmetics. Implementation of contract 

production. Madonis is a Polish producer of brands such 

as:- NUTKA naturally Polish - cosmetics inspired by the 

richness of nature, including the NUTKA POLISH HEMP 

line based on the unusual properties of hemp extract and 

oil,- XD Kosmetyczna - cosmetics for young, dynamic 

people for whom design, fragrance, functionality and 

attractive appearance are part of their lifestyle,-

Pharmazis - a pharmacy line of cosmetics based on 

natural plant raw materials, supporting health prophylaxis 

and the fight against percutaneous ailments,- MILL clean 

- cosmetics for the home - characterized by concentrated 

formulas, cosmetic fragrance compositions and unusual 

packaging design,- MILL clean ECO - a line of natural 

cleaning products with the ECO LABEL and VIVA label 

for vegetarians and vegans.

Presence in countries

-

Countries they are interested in

The whole world

www.madonis.pl

Elfa Pharm

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

The Elfa Pharm Polska company was established from 

the need to provide very good quality herbal and plant 

cosmetics. Our experience, passion for traveling and the 

desire to discover have contributed to the creation of 

products that combine the latest achievements in 

cosmetology with the centuries-old tradition of herbal 

medicine, using the everlasting values of natural 

ingredients. We offer several brands offering 

comprehensive body, face and hair care, such as Vis 

Plantis, Green Pharmacy, O'Herbal, Dr. Santé, Intensive 

Hair Therapy, Bishojo, Fresh Juice or Dr. Gloderm.

Presence in countries

Albania, Algeria, Armenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Egypt, Estonia, 

Finland, France, Greece, Spain, Netherlands, Iraq, Iran, 

Ireland, Japan, Kosovo, Lebanon, Lithuania, Malaysia, 

Morocco, Mongolia, New Zealand, South Africa, Romania, 

Slovakia, Slovenia, Thailand, Taiwan, Ukraine, USA, 

Hungary, UK, Vietnam, Italy, United Arab Emirates

Countries they are interested in

Elfa Pharm is looking for distributors on various markets 

and partners for contract production of cosmetics. They 

provide research and development and production 

services. They develop projects from the concept phase 

to final production.

www.elfa-pharm.pl

Verona

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Our product portfolio consists of 4 categories: make-up, 

face and body care, hair coloring and care, fragrance 

line. Verona Products Professional is also a Private Label 

producer. It is a business sphere that we are extensively 

developing, constantly expanding the selection of 

products in our offer. As we are constantly developing 

and improving, we reach many customers in Poland and 

abroad. The cosmetics we create can be found in 60 

countries around the world, incl. China, Arab Emirates, 

France, Spain, Japan and Italy.

Presence in countries

60 countries around the world, incl. China, United Arab 

Emirates, France, Spain, Japan and Italy

Countries they are interested in

The whole world, in particular: North Africa Asia China, 

Malaysia, Belgium, Turkey, Scandinavia

www.veronacosmetics.com



Formuła Nova

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Unique cosmetic formulas - design and development. 

Washable cosmetics, bath bombs.For our clients, we have 

developed completely new, innovative bath ball formulas 

under the "Active Bath Bombs" brand.Detergents

Products in the household area are based on proprietary 

formulas that respond to the application, economic and 

environmental challenges of the 21st century. 

Technological consulting We offer the development of 

comprehensive quantitative and qualitative recipes (also 

for designated benchmarks), consulting in the field of 

production implementations, support in the audit process, 

etc.

Presence in countries

Paris, Amsterdam, Barcelona, Prague

Countries they are interested in

The whole world

www.formulanova.pl

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Mokosh Cosmetics produces unique natural cosmetics 

that captivate with the quality and selection of raw 

materials, consistency and fragrance. The recipes of 

Mokosh products are the result of joint work of 

technologists and cosmetologists, which is why they 

correspond so well to the real needs of customers.

Presence in countries

-

Countries they are interested in

The whole world

MOKOSH

Poland

www.mokosh.pl

EVELINE COSMETICS

Poland

www.eveline.pl

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

For over 35 years we have been supplying our clients 

with cosmetics in Poland and abroad. We have gained 

the trust of consumers thanks to the policy of high quality 

and innovation. Our offer includes over 300 face and 

body care cosmetics and over 530 make-up products. 

Eveline Cosmetics products are present on 6 continents, 

in 70 countries, and exports account for about 70% of the 

sales value. The countries with the highest growth 

dynamics are: Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Croatia, Serbia, 

Romania, the United Arab Emirates, Bosnia and 

Herzegovina and Hungary. One of the newest export 

markets is Cuba.

Presence in countries

Eveline Cosmetics are present on 6 continents, in 70 

countries, such as: Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Croatia, 

Serbia, Romania, the United Arab Emirates, Bosnia and 

Herzegovina and Hungary, Cuba

Countries they are interested in

The whole world



www.4szpaki.pl

Miraculum

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Miraculum S.A. is a Polish cosmetics company that 

consistently builds its market position while respecting its 

tradition and rich history dating back to the 1920s. Over 

the centuries, Miraculum has undergone a spectacular 

transformation, becoming one of the main players on the 

Polish cosmetics market. The company's activity focuses 

on the development and sale of modern face and body 

care cosmetics, perfumery, depilatory preparations and 

make-up cosmetics. Miraculum has 11 brands in its 

portfolio. For 90 years, the Company has been identified 

with the highest quality products, developed in a modern 

Laboratory in Krakow.

Presence in countries

-

Countries they are interested in

The whole world, in particular: European and Arab 

countries, Russia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan

www.miraculum.pl

Mydlarnia

CZTERY SZPAKI
Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Mydlarnia Cztery Szpaki is a producer of natural 

cosmetics, and at the same time a family company 

whose goal is to create simple, functional care products 

based on natural raw materials. The cosmetics are free 

from chemical ingredients. The soap works offer 

includes, among others natural soaps (among which it is 

worth highlighting, for example, tar soap or coal soap), 

bar shampoo, natural hair serum in three types, 

smoothing natural face serum, cream deodorants; natural 

body oils, natural body butters (including the unmatched 

shea butter) and natural scrubs, bath bombs and natural 

hydrosols. They are produced using unrefined, cold-

pressed vegetable oils, natural essential oils, extracts, 

clays, herbs and the highest quality macerates.

Presence in countries

-

Countries they are interested in

The whole world

PAESE Cosmetics

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Paese – it is a Polish world-class cosmetics company. 

Products are based on natural ingredients and exceptional 

product quality. The offer includes products in the 

categories of care, eyes, lips and face.

Presence in countries

-

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

www.paese.pl



Prosper Sp. z o.o.

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Prosper company is a Polish producer of natura, wegan 

cosmetics.

Presence in countries

-

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

www.mirakosmetyki.pl

SENELLE

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Presence in countries

-

Countries they are interested in

-

www.senelle.pl

She goes Cosmetics

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

She Goes Cosmetics is Polish natural cosmetics designed 

by a pharmacist. They combine passion for nature and 

pharmaceutical knowledge.

The basis of products recipes are vegetable oils, which we 

combine with plant extracts and active ingredients.

Presence in countries

-

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

www.shegoes.pl



Be Bio Cosmetiqs Mind

Network Inspire
Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

beBIO cosmetics have been created by Ewa

Chodakowska in cooperation with beauty 

experts. Our brand is crazy about the quality and 

natural ingredients – all our products contain over 

99% of naturally sourced ingredients!

There are no dangerous and irritating 

ingredients for your skin.

beBIO offers natural shower gels, body lotions and 

roll-on deodorants that will steal your heart away!

Presence in countries

Countries they are interested in

www.bebiocosmetiqs.pl

LABORATORIUM

KOSMETYCZNE AVA

LARYSA DYSPUT-GOŁAWSKA
Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Laboratorium Kosmetyczne AVA® has been 

continuously active on the Polish market since 

1961. As the first manufacturer of natural and 

organic cosmetics in Poland, it received the 

ECOCERT certificate. The highest quality, tradition 

and commitment to environmental protection 

distinguish Laboratorium AVA® from other 

cosmetic producers. Our mission is to produce 

cosmetics in harmony with nature.

Presence in countries

Spain, Hong Kong, Macao, Colombia, UK, USA, 

Hungary, Lithuania, Hungary, Slovakia, Estonia

Countries they are interested in

Macedonia, Croatia, Slovenia, Serbia, Austria, 

Albania, Bulgaria, Romania, Moldova, Georgia, 

Armenia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, 

Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Mongolia, Kyrgyzstan, 

Turkey

www.ava-laboratorium.pl 

INCA COLLAGEN

Czech Republic

Industry

Nutrition supplements - Collagen

About company

Top selling product of Collagen in CZ and SK.

Presence in countries

CZ, SK, DE, AT, PL

Countries they are interested in

DE, AT, PL

www.helissacolagen.com



Naturfyt – Bio s.r.o.
Czech Republic

Industry

Cosmetics, Veterinary products, Food supplements, 

Medical devices.

About company

We guarantee the highest quality of manufacturing 

facilities in the standard for the manufacture of 

pharmaceuticals, high production capacity and 

automatization capabilities, new development and 

analytical laboratories, top quality management system, 

advanced controlled warehouses, and powerful, accurate 

order planning and order management software with fast 

response to the customer requirements. Own R&D keeps 

your business competitive by developing new products or 

improving your existing ones.

- White label / Private label / Custom made production, 

- Hemp cosmetics and Organic cosmetics / Veterinary 

products / Food supplements / Medical devices, 

- ISO 13485. 

Presence in countries

NL, UK, DE, Scandinavian countries, FR, Vietnam, UAE.

Countries they are interested in

Western EU, Scandinavian countries.

www.naturfyt.com

Coolcosmetic s.r.o
Czech Republic

Industry

Cosmetics, personal care

About company

Coolcosmetic s.r.o is company producing special persian

epilation paste iWAX (intelligent wax) made from figs and 

dates, unique in the market, the product is patented and 

has no equivalent in the market. We also produce new 

mens cosmetic brand KOOLMAN with some unique 

products. We do not resell, we produce and sell our own 

products.

Presence in countries

Czech Republic, Slovakia, Germany, through NOTINO 

eshop all over Europe.

Countries they are interested in

Europe, Middle East (UAE, Oman, Jordan, Israel etc.) 

Brazil, North Africa, South Korea, Malaysia 

koolman.men, iwax.cz

Bioline Products

Industry

Manufacturer of medical devices, veterinary products,

and cosmetics.

About company

Bioline Products s.r.o. is a license holder to manufacture 

the medical device Enterosgel® and cosmetic product 

Enteface. Bioline Products s.r.o. is the legal manufacturer 

for the given devices, which may place in the markets 

inside and outside of the EU. 

ENTEROSGEL® is an oral intestinal adsorbent -

enterosorbent. It is based on organic minerals (organic 

silicon) having the capacity to adsorb a number of toxic 

and harmful substances (e.g. endotoxins, enterotoxins) in 

the digestive tract, thereby binding them to its surface and 

subsequently reducing stool frequency and the duration of 

diarrhoea. ENTEROSGEL® is expelled from the body 

during the bowel movement, thus eliminating the 

adsorbed toxins and harmful substances, which is 

beneficial for the treatment of acute diarrhoea and chronic 

diarrhoea associated with IBS.

The luxurious EnteFace cleansing and soothing 

detoxifying face mask is a unique combination of 

Enterosgel, panthenol, rare oils and herbal extracts. It will 

detoxify, soothe, nourish and rejuvenate your skin. The 

result will be that your skin will glow.

Presence in countries

Europe, New Zealand, Australia, Georgia, South Africa, 

and other countries in Asia

Countries they are interested in

France, Spain, Portugal, Finland, Norway, Sweden

Czech Republic



La-Le Sp. z o. o. 

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics – body, face

About company

La-Le it is a Polish producer of body and face cosmetics.

Presence in countries

Poland

Countries they are interested in

-

www.la-le.pl

Melaleuca

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

We have been operating on the Polish market for over 
twenty years. As the goal of our activity, we have 
chosen to create formulas thanks to which our natural 
cosmetics will have the least impact on the 
environment, and will be friendly to the skin and our 
planet. At work, we focus on the development of 
technology. We cooperate with well-known research 
and scientific units, using their recommendations and 
research results, improving the quality of our 
products..

Presence in countries

Poland

Countries they are interested in

-

www.melaleuca.com.pl

Laboratoria Pilomax

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Laboratorium Pilomax is a Polish company with a well-
established, over twenty-year tradition. The company's 
philosophy is based on the belief that only healthy hair 
can be truly beautiful. In accordance with this principle, 
the company is constantly developing a professional 
brand of cosmetics for effective and long-lasting 
regeneration and hair care.

Presence in countries

Poland

Countries they are interested in

-

www.pilomax.pl



Slavica

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Slavica produces natural cosmetics intended for 
everyday use for sensitive and irritation-prone skin. 
The formula of the products is based on safe care 
agents, such as: panthenol, allantoin, lactic acid and 
delicate fragrance compositions.
Natural cosmetics by Slavica perfectly cleanse, refresh, 
provide a feeling of smoothness and comfort.

Presence in countries

Poland

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

www.slavica.eu/pl

Apis Natural Cosmetics

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

Apis Natural Cosmetics has been creating innovative 
solutions for aesthetic medicine, cosmetology and SPA 
offices and clinics for over 30 years. The company's 
offer includes over 400 cosmetics. All products contain 
plant extracts and extracts, oils, peptide complexes, 
vitamins and minerals.

Presence in countries

Hungary, Romania, Germany, Great Britain, 
Netherlands, Portugal, Iran, Finland, Latvia

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

www.apiscosmetics.pl

PODOPHARM

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

PODOPHARM Sp. z o. o. is a company founded in early
2014. Our mission is to transfer innovative solutions for 
the development of podiatry in the country and in the 
world. A field of science dealing with the broadly
understood issues of foot diseases.
In order to provide its customers with products and 
services of the highest quality, PODOPHARM® 
cooperates with independent research units and 
experts from the medical, cosmetics and production
engineering industries.

Presence in countries

20 countries

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

www.podopharm.pl



New Anna Cosmetics

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

The history of New Anna Cosmetics dates back to 1991 
when the Company. New Anna Cosmetics first started 
its activity only on thepharmaceutical local market and 
quickly gained the trust and loyalty of clients, soon 
expanding to cooperate with the biggest pharmacy 
wholesale companies in Poland.
In recent years due to popularity of our natural hair 
care products we started to focus on developing 
cosmetic branch of the Company and including lip and 
body care products. Nowadays, our products are well-
know not only in Poland, but also in many countries all 
over the world. We are active on 3 main 
fields: pharmacy, cosmetics and private label. Since the 
beginning the main philosophy of New Anna Cosmetics 
was to create safe products based on herbal extracts.
We believe in innovation as a source of business and 
place emphasis on creative solutions. Our clients’ and 
business partners’ trust is the best indicator of quality 
and effectiveness of our products.
New Anna Cosmetics is a member of the Polish Union 
of Cosmetic Industry.

Presence in countries

40 countries from Europe, Asia, Africa

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

www.annacosmetics.com.pl

Yappco

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics

About company

The products are apple-based as apples are a rich 
source of dermatologically effective substances.
Naturalnessas it allows for healthyand effective beauty 
care.Veganism - as our products do not contain animal-
derived ingredients.Moisturizing is fundamental as it is 
where skin care begins. Certification - as we do not fear 
to have our products checked for complying with the 
highest standards. Simplicity and a skincare diet - as a 
care product may be even better without unnecessary 
ingredients, and thus our motto is: “less is more”. No 
waste - as all components of the final products are 
recyclable.

Presence in countries

Poland

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

www.yappco.bio

HAL

Industry

Toilet blocks, Air fresheners, Cloths and sponges

About company

HAL is a Polish family company founded in 1991. In 
1996, the company began independent manufacturing 
of toilet blocks, cloths and household use scourers. In 
1995 the company began wholesale activities in Poland 
and export to former USSR states. In successive years, 
foreign market sales expanded to Central and Eastern 
European countries.

Presence in countries

Central and Eastern European countries. 

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

www.hal.com.pl



GENO SCOPE

Poland

Industry

Cosmetics, supplements

About company

Colostrum is a bioactive substance and requires special 
attention in order to maintain it's high quality and most 
importantly - its repeatability in each subsequent batch 
collected. With the growing popularity and awareness 
of what colostrum is and how amazing its properties 
are, we have noted an increasing number of poor 
quality preparations available on the market, without 
any quality parameters or guarantees of origin.
Skipping the highest quality standards means that 
colostrum as a natural substance can be completely 
worthless and may not be fully used in supplements or 
cosmetics. In order to ensure the highest quality of raw 
material, Genoscope together with the Institute of 
Research, Applied Sciences and New Technologies in 
Warsaw, introduced the [GENO]COLOSTRUM quality 
mark. It guarantees that the colostrum which products 
contain is completely safe and meets the highest 
quality standards. Owing to such parameterization it is 
possible to ensure the highest quality and maximum 
use of this fantastic substance.

Presence in countries

Poland

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

www.genoscope.eu

UNICOM INTERNATIONAL

Poland

Industry

Packaging for cosmetics, pharmaceutics, foods 
chemicals
About company

Unicom International Ltd. offers high quality packaging 
for cosmetics, pharmaceutics, foods, chemicals, etc.
Our company proposes packaging made of plastics, 
glass and aluminium. These products are delivered in 
various shapes, capacities and colors, according to your 
needs and requests.
More information on the products offered by Unicom 
International Ltd. can be found in our online catalogue.
Do not hesitate to look at the News, where you can 
find the latest packaging solutions proposed by our 
company.
Unicom International Ltd. is an experienced company 
with international activities. This guarantees the 
highest quality for our products and services.
Presence in countries

Poland

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

www.unicom.com.pl

NATURAL COLLAGEN 

INVENTIA

Industry

Dietary supplements, collagen cosmetics
About company

Inventia Polish Technologies Sp. z o.o. was established 
in 2003. The first product produced by the company 
was original Kolagen Naturalny Inventia® followed by 
other unique native natural collagen-based cosmetics. 
The year 2007 was another important stage in the 
history of the company. Inventia Polish Technologies 
Sp. z o.o. expanded its offer with the first diet 
suplement including native lyophilisiert collagen. In 
2009, as the first in Poland, Inventia Polish 
Technologies Sp. z o.o. obtained the Integrated Quality 
and Food Safety Management System certificate. 
Inventia Polish Technologies Sp. z o.o. continues to 
develop dynamically winning new markets year by 
year.Since its very beginnings, the company has 
produced innovative cosmetics of the highest quality 
designated for women caring for their youthful, radiant 
and attractive appearance.
In reply to the changing expectations of our Customers, 
Inventia Polish Technologies Sp. z o.o., basing on its 
rich experience and highly qualified staff, continues to 
improve and expand its offer.

Presence in countries

Poland

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

www.inventiapt.com

https://www.unicompackaging.eu/catalogue
https://www.unicompackaging.eu/news


LA RIVE

Industry

Cosmetics, supplements

About company

LA RIVE is one of the leading perfume producers in 
Poland. Our mission is to provide our customers with 
high-quality products at attractive prices. The offer
includes both women's and men's perfumes as well as 
perfumed products: deodorants, aftershaves, shower
gels, mists and gift sets. We export our products to 
over 60 countries.

Presence in countries

Poland, 60 countries

Countries they are interested in

Czech Republic, Slovakia, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Croatia, 

UK,Norway, Finland, Kazakhstan, Armenia

https://www.larive-parfums.com/pl/

Lidera Trading LTD 

EOOD -Bulgaria

PALACIO CZECH 

REPUBLIC

Industry

Cosmetics manufacturer
About company

Cosmetics company with 30 years of experience in 
professional cosmetics treatments and products. We are 
famous with our special developed professional protocols 
and selected range of products for home care. Our brands 
combine expertise, innovative technologies and carefully 
selected active ingredients for visible results. Lidera is 
following CLEAN BEAUTY CONCEPT
- 100% safe ingredients. High-tech and proven safe. It does 
not pollute nature and does not affect the climate. Brands:
PROFIDERM PROFESSIONAL - Expert products, specially 
developed to fit the experts‘ needs and for every step in 
cosmetic protocols. Suitable for manual and automated 
application.
BEAUTY EXPERT - Luxury, anti-aging professional skincare 
brand offering age preventative and restorative treatments 
and products. Beauty Expert was formulated to join 
together science-based skincare and natural skincare from 
nature. The most effective recently developed innovations 
were applied on extracts from natural sources.
ECOSPA - Combines high technology and the natural origin 
of the ingredients. Natural and highly effective cosmetics.
Presence in countries

Bulgaria, Norway, Sweden, Finland, UK, Ireland, 

Estonia, UAE, USA.
Countries they are interested in

All other countries from EU + countries from Asia -

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and etc. .

Industry

MANUFACTURER OF CBD, CANNABIS AND HERBAL 

COSMETICS.

About company

Palacio CZ is a leading Czech manufacturer of CBD, 
Cannabis and Herbal Cosmetics since 2002. 

Presence in countries

most EU countries, Israel, Taiwan

Countries they are interested in

EU countries with peference but not limited to northern 

and western Europe

www.profidermglobal.com https://en.palacio.cz/



YOPE

Industry

Cosmetics
About company

Yope is a family and lifestyle brand with honest values, 
foused on the enviroment, condidtent with the slow
life philosophy. We create hogh quality natural soaps, 
moisturizers, creams, bathing and hair care products, 
as well as natural and effective household products. All
YOpE products are made with to 99% natural and 
minimally processed ingredients. They are beautifully
designed and uniquely cented to elevate everyday
activiies.

Presence in countries

Italy, Spain, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Netherlands, 
Japan, Hong-Kong, Taiwan, Malaysia, Philippines, UAE, 
Ukraine, Czech Republic, Lithuania, Estonia, Romania, 
Hungary

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

yope.me, yopeme.com

INGLOT 2K - UKRAINE

Industry

Cosmetics manufacturer
About company

Inglot Cosmetics is a Polish cosmetics company 
headquartered in Przemyśl, south-eastern Poland, 
specializing in the manufacturing ofmake-up products. It is 
considered among the most successful make-up companies 
in the world which sells its products globally in over 950
botiquw stores located in 90 countries.Around 95% of the 
products that Inglot has on offer are manufactured in a 
facility located in Przemyśl.

Presence in countries
90 countiries

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

Industry

Hair cosmetics, househould chemistry
About company

“2K” company was established in 2018, and is 

a leader in the Ukrainian market among 

manufacturers of household chemicals, 

detergents, cosmetics and hygiene products. 

All products are developed in our own 2K 

laboratory under the careful guidance of 

Ukrainian-German specialists. Only the best 

advanced technologies, high-quality raw 

materials and professional fully automated 

German equipment are used in our production. 

We also produce our own packages.

All our products have Eco-certification.

We cooperate with the largest networks and 

online marketplaces in Ukraine. The products 

of our company are successfully exported to 

world markets, in particular, to Europe, Asia 

and Africa. We are open to new markets and 

cooperation. 
Presence in countries

Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Georgia, Armenia, Moldova, Romania, 
Latvia, Irak, Libia.
Countries they are interested in

European and Middle East countries

https://inglotcosmetics.com/about-us www.2k.company



INVEX remedies

Industry

Cosmetics, supplements.
About company

We create innovative cosmetics and dietary

supplements based on microelements.

Invex Remedies company was established based

on the technology of the INWEX Innovation and 

Implementation Unit, which was founded in 1987 

by an outstanding inventor, Stanisław 

Szczepaniak - the main creator of over 150 

patents, honored with numerous awards, titles, 

distinctions as well as orders and gold medals

awarded during the invention fair. Invex Remedies

is a company where we have clearly defined

priorities. Through constant development and 

research, we follow the needs of modern man. We 

use our own patents and inventions to improve the 

quality of life. The essence of our activity is

scientific work, searching for answers to difficult

questions and issues. The laboratory and the 

production line allow the introduction of advanced

technologies as well as the creation and 

implementation of innovative solutions. Our

primary goal is to share knowledge, research

results and achievements with 

Presence in countries

Poland

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

Invexremedies.pl

INTER GROUP

Industry:

cosmetic tools - including nail files
About company

INTER GROUP has been in the cosmetic market since 
2014. Our main business is manufacturing files and 
other abrasive products at our own factory in 
Namysłów.
As a company, we promote the use of disposable 
cosmetic tools - including nail files - to raise hygiene 
standards in beauty salons. There are several brands 
operating under the wings of INTER GROUP - MANI 
KING, ABA GROUP, ELDA BEAUTY, INTERB2B, as well as 
a file factory.
Presence in countries

Poland

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

inter-group.eu/en/

TENEX

Industry:

Cosmetics
About company

Tenex Sp. z o. o. is a manufacturer and distributor of 
cosmetics for face and body care, hair care and styling, 
as well as modern care accessories, including sonic
brushes. For over 30 years, our cosmetics have been
available on the Polish market and in over 30 countries
around the world. We are the manufacturer of the 
DermoFuture Precision brand and completely new
brands - DFuture and YOLYN. In our products, we 
combine nature with modern technology. The 
ingredients are selected so that they give the best
results in a short time, comparable to the effects of 
aesthetic medicine. We strive to make our products joy
and pleasure to use, while meeting the needs of the 
skin. The effects of our work have been awarded many
times with prestigious awards such as Qltowy
Kosmetyk, Women's Brand of the Year or Pearl of the 
Cosmetics Market. We are also the sole distributor on 
the Polish market of top Dutch hair products by Hegron
Cosmetics B.V. and Marimer brand products. We also
produce Private Label available worldwide.
Presence in countries

Ukraine, Italy, United Kingdom, United Arab Emirates, 
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Qatar, Kuweit, Belarus, 
Bulgaria, Moldova, Romania, Czech Republic, Finland, 
Lithuania, Estonia, Slovenia, Croatia.
Countries they are interested in

Georgia, Armenia, Kazakhstan, Spain, Germany, Czech 
Republic, Slovakia, Indonesia, Korea, China, Japan, 
Hong Kong, Malaysia.

tenex.com.pl



GLOV

Industry

Cosmetics, accesories
About company

We are Monika Żochowska and Ewa Dudzic-Filaseta -
young Polish women who put all their passion and 
hearts into creating innovative cosmetic products. 
Products millions of women around the world can't live 
without and they can't imagine their daily care not 
having them at their fingertips. They were made for 
their own needs and created with passion.
It all started with the fact that we lacked the perfect 
make-up removal product, which would shorten this 
everyday, boring duty to a minimum, turn it into a 
sensual SPA ritual in your own bathroom, and at the 
same time was friendly to skin and the environment. 
We had a very clear vision of the goal we wanted to 
achieve: to give every girl in the world a solution for 
make-up removal that would be natural, eco-friendly, 
easy to use on the go as well as skin-friendly.
This is how our iconic make-up removal glove was 
created today, followed by other products that stole 
the hearts of women in Poland and around the world. 
Knowing and understanding the needs of women, and 
above all dealing with what we love and what we are 
good at, we have succeeded in developing the Glov
brand on a global scale. Nowadays, our products are 
used by women in over 60 countries around the world.

Presence in countries

60 countries

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

glov.co

SŁOWIANKA

Industry

Nail art
About company

Slowianka Nail Trends is a company that was created
out of passion and experience in the nail styling 
industry. We create the highest quality products for 
professional stylists and create trends in the world of 
artistic decoration.
When stylists hear the slogan Slowianka, they often
answer without hesitation - DECORATIONS. We are
experts in floral decorations, such as Zhostovo or One 
stroke. All decorations are made by hand with the use
of brushes, we do not use stickers or stencils.

Presence in countries

Poland

Countries they are interested in

The whole world.

https://slowianka-nails.pl/

HERBAL PHARM -

SINGAPORE

Industry

Nail art
About company

Herbal Pharm is a homegrown Singaporean award-
winning health & wellness brand, dedicated to 
providing all-natural premium supplements and 
lifestyle products for more than 19 years. Our passion 
was recognized in 2021 as we were awarded the Made 
with Passion mark – a national initiative that spotlights 
the diversity of local brands and their dedication to 
create products that people love and trust. Herbal 
Pharm always strives for better products, superior 
ingredients and sustainable practices.e use of brushes, 
we do not use stickers or stencils.

Presence in countries

Singapore, Malaysia, UAE, Vietnam
Countries they are interested in

Europa Africa

herbalpharm.com.sg


